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Wherever you travel, reputable, well‐run Guided Tours can be extraordinary experiences.
The convenience of not having to plan an itinerary, coupled with the comfort of being chauffeured to
places—rather than having to find them on your own—cannot be overstated. When led by a
knowledgeable guide who is skilled at storytelling, guided tours also provide extra insight into the
places you visit, increasing your enjoyment of the visit. The trick is finding a guided tour that is
reputable and well‐run.
Diana Gabaldon’s novels began inspiring Outlander‐related guided tours of Scotland more than 20
years ago—in the mid‐90s. Following the STARZ TV Outlander series’ Season One success in 2015,
several other Outlander tours were created.
It is our opinion that Outlander tours developed before the TV series aired are—by default—more
reputable tours. Then again, a few Outlander tours started in 2015 or 2016 also seem to be well run.
We’ll do our best to help you decide which tours are best for you.
Please know that: As of September 2019, no Outlandish Scotland Journey author or contributor has
actually experienced any of the Outlander tours available. This file contains suggestions based solely
upon our extensive Internet research. Happily, the hours we’ve spent researching them will save you
a significant amount of similar Internet‐surfing time.
To determine whether an Outlander tour is right for you, review the tours we list and evaluate them
based on:
 The places you want to see.
 The time you have to visit.
 The amount of money you can afford to spend.

Some General Outlander Tour Pointers
(1) The Best Outlander Tours Sell Out Early
Be sure to review the tours we list well in advance of your Outlandish holiday—at least 6 to 8
months before your trip—so that you can book the tour you prefer before it sells out.
When researching tours less than 6 months before Outlandering, pop to each website listed to
see which companies still offer space on tours during your trip dates before spending the time it
takes to review them in‐depth.
(2) After successfully booking a tour, save the confirmation to your computer and smart phone.
We also suggest that you print the confirmation—especially if you pre‐pay for the tour.
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(3) The Dates of the Guided Outlander Tour You Book are Probably NOT the Dates of Your Trip
 You usually must arrive in the city where a tour starts no later than the day before the tour
commences.
 You cannot leave the city where a tour ends until the day after the tour is finished.
Thus, enjoying a 7‐day Guided Outlander tour usually requires a minimum of 9 days in Scotland.
Enjoying a 10‐day Guided Outlander tour requires spending a minimum of 12 days in Scotland.
And, so on.
If you plan to visit additional Outlander sites before or after your guided tour, the length of
your trip will need to be extended by several additional days—before or after the guided tour.


The Best Place to Begin Your Outlander Tour Research is With Herself
Diana Gabaldon’s website has a page describing the Outlander Tours she is familiar with. Although
she does not officially “endorse” any of these tours, it is our opinion that mention of them on Her
website is endorsement enough.
https://www.dianagabaldon.com/resources/outlander-based-tours-of-scotland/

In the interest of one‐stop‐shopping, below we’ve provided links to all of the Outlander Tours listed
on Diana’s website, posted in order of their mention in 2018. (The order changed in 2019.) Quotes
from Diana’s comments about these tours are beneath each link. Our research‐based comments—and
quotes from the tour company websites—follow Hers.
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Please Note: Diana Gabaldon Suggests that a Self‐Guided Scotland Tour is a Good Choice
Prior to November 14th, 2017 (when Diana’s Outlander‐based Tours webpage was updated by Her
Webmistress, Loretta) the following segment was found on the page.
“I get a lot of mail and messages from people saying that they’re planning a trip to Scotland—
[asking] where should they go, and what should they see?
“Well... there’s a lot of Scotland to see, but what you see and with whom might vary a lot. …
“The first choice is perhaps: go solo, or with a tour? Scotland is an extremely tourist‐friendly
country, and it’s not at all difficult to get around and see an enormous amount by yourself. On
the other hand, going places with a guide or a group can offer you a lot, too: less risk of getting
lost, good company, decent meals, comfortable and efficient travel, and a fair amount of
fascinating information about what you’re looking at.”
As it happens, NO Outlander tour company’s itinerary includes everything an avid Outlanderite
may want to see. Thus, even if you can afford to enjoy a guided tour, many Outlanderites will also
need to plan a self‐guided tour in order to visit the sites missed by the tour. After booking a tour,
make a list of the places it doesn’t take you to and use Outlandish Scotland Journey to plan a personal
Outlandish Scotland itinerary that includes them.



Celtic Journeys
http://www.celticjourneys.us/

From Diana:
“Celtic Journeys is run by Judy Lowstuter. In 2013 she celebrated the tenth year of her Outlander
tours. My husband [Doug] and I were fortunate enough to be her guests at dinner with her tour
group at Culloden House near Inverness in the summer of 2010.” (Photo above.)
Judy developed her Celtic Journeys Outlander tours long before the STARZ TV series debut. Today,
her tours continue to focus more on Outlander novel‐related locations than film sites—though Doune
Castle is included.
Judy’s primary interest is to help Outlanderites experience what Scotland was like in the 18th
century. To that end, her tours often include exciting highlights such as:
 A period costume dinner at Culloden House [Site #13 (where Dougal was killed)], featuring the
appearance of a Jacobite Soldier who will regale you with tales of the Battle of Culloden.
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Although packing an 18th century costume may take up a bit of room in your luggage, it will be
well worth it! Just keep your costume as simple as possible.
 An evening performance of Gaelic singing and folklore with Gillebrìde MacMillan—the
musician who played Gwyllyn the Bard on TV. http://www.gillebride.com
[Please Note: Gillebrìde has become such a beloved and popular Outlander‐related performer,
that many companies hire him to provide entertainment during their tour itinerary.]
 A visit to Castle Fraser [Site #54]; a non‐Outlander‐related Fraser castle dating back to the 15th
century.
Judy offers a 7‐night Outlander Tour, and a 10‐night Outlander Tour.
If you have other interests that coincide with those of your tour companions, Judy may arrange for
stops at additional sites. She also will assist you with booking your flight to Scotland—as well as any
other UK transportation needs—free of charge.
In May of 2016, we spoke with Judy on the phone. She was kind enough to provide answers to the
following questions.
 “Celtic Journey tours begin in Glasgow and end in Edinburgh. Doesn’t flying to Glasgow and
departing from Edinburgh increase the cost of a US/Scotland round trip flight?”
Because the Glasgow and Edinburgh International airports are only 50 miles apart, most
airlines do not charge extra to book an “open‐jaw” flight: arriving Scotland in Glasgow, but
flying home from Edinburgh. If the best round‐trip ticket for you requires arriving at/leaving
from the same airport, Judy will help you book a train between the two airports on the day of
your arrival or departure. If you’d rather not take a train while laden with luggage, she’ll help
you book private transport between these airports with one of the taxi companies she has
come to know and trust over the years.
 “Is there a way to see which of your tours are already fully‐booked on your website?”
No. Judy prefers to personally learn each individual traveler’s expectations and needs—via
Email or phone—before booking a tour spot for someone. Thus, you’ll not see an online notice
about whether upcoming tours are booked.
Please note that Celtic Journeys tours commonly sell out a YEAR in advance.
If you’re researching Outlander tours less than 12 months before your trip, call or Email Judy.
She’ll let you know if space on a Celtic Journeys tour is available during the time of your trip.
If all tours during your holiday are fully booked, consider asking to be put on a standby list, to
be called in the event of a cancellation.
judy@celticjourneys.us

(US phone number) 703‐941‐6455
 “How does a single traveler arrange to share a double occupancy booking, in order to be
refunded the single supplement fee?”
During your planning stage, Judy will help you connect with other booked singles interested
in sharing a double occupancy. You can get to know them (via phone or Email), then decide
whether you want to spend several nights in the same room with them.
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 “If Celtic Journeys cancels a tour (whether due to disaster, emergency, airline strike, etc…), is a
full refund—including deposit—provided?”
Judy’s answer was an emphatic, “Yes!”



[Diana & Alastair 2009 (above left)] [Diana & Alastair 2010 (above center & right)]

Scottish Clans and Castles Outlander Tours
https://www.clansandcastles.scot/

From Diana:
“Alastair Cunningham has been running Clans and Castles tours nearly as long as I’ve had a web
page. He wrote to me in the mid‐90s, asking whether I objected to his creating an Outlander‐
based tour, and if not, whether I’d be willing to put a link to it on my web page. At the time, I
replied yes and no, respectively—because I was happy for him to do such a tour, but didn’t want
there to be a perception that I specifically endorsed any tour, or had personal connection with
one, and (knowing the way people’s minds work) was pretty sure that if I listed one tour, it
would instantly be perceived as ‘my’ tour, no matter what I said about it.
“Now there are a number of reputable Outlander‐based tours, so that’s less a concern. …
“Doug and I met with Alastair’s Outlander tour group [in 2010] at Stuart Castle.”
[Per the link below, Diana also met with Alastair in 2009, at the Inverness Highland Games.]
http://alastaircunningham07.blogspot.com/2009/07/basking-at-inverness-highland-games.html

Alastair Cunningham’s Clans & Castles tours are reputable and very well run. Originally based only
on novel‐related locations, Alastair’s tours now include several film sites.
Alastair’s Clans & Castles Outlander tours are so popular that they routinely sellout very early. If you
miss the Clans & Castles booking window for your holiday, keep an eye on their Facebook page.
Alastair posts cancellation notices there.
https://www.facebook.com/ScottishClansandCastles/

About Clans & Castles Guided Outlander Tours
 All Clans & Castles (C&C) Outlander tours begin and end in Edinburgh.
 All lodgings during a C&C Guided Outlander tour—including 1 to 2 nights before the tour
starts—are booked by Alastair, and are included in the tour price. Given sufficient notice,
Alastair can assist you with booking lodgings for additional days—possibly at a discounted rate.
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Clans & Castles’ 8‐day Outlander Classic Tour:
The Outlander Classic Tour fuses Outlander with the history of Scotland.
“As well as ‘Outlander sites,’ we put the books into context and explore a little of what life was
like for a Highlander in the 18th century. We include a few places not associated with the
books—historic places that consistently delight our clients: Rosslyn Chapel, the brochs at Glenelg,
Glencoe and the Isle of Skye.”
Arrive in Edinburgh on a Sunday, spending that day and the next visiting Scotland’s capital city on
your own. On Tuesday your C&C guide picks you up in the foyer of the hotel and you head out for a
7‐day guided tour. Departure is the following Tuesday.
Below are a few of the Clans & Castles Classic Outlander tour’s special highlights.
 A private tour of Castle Leod (Site #19)—the original Castle Leoch—by its Laird, the Earl of
Cromartie.
 A Jacobite weapons presentation: “You will have the chance to hold a claymore, targe and dirk
yourself and learn more about the life of a clansman and his traditional dress.”
 Traveling to Skye via the only remaining turntable ferry in Europe [weather permitting].
 Private performance [on the Isle of Skye] by a local (though internationally‐known) storyteller.
 One night’s lodging in a splendid castle outside Edinburgh.
[The castle most often booked for Alastair’s Outlander Tour is Dalhousie Castle. CD Miller
stayed there in 2006 and raves about it! https://www.dalhousiecastle.co.uk/ ]


Inverness Tours and Hugh Allison
http://www.invernesstours.com/index.html

From Diana:
“[If] you’re looking for a completely individual, customized tour, do let me
also enthusiastically recommend Hugh Allison. A registered Scottish Tour
Guide and a fascinating storyteller, he’s also a tremendous resource, not
only to the popular book‐oriented sites, but to the lesser‐known delights of
the remote Highlands. Doug [Diana’s husband] and I went with him for a
four‐day summer tour [in 2011], and it was the highlight of our trip. …”
Not only has Hugh Allison been personally acquainted with Diana and the Outlander novels since
years before the STARZ TV series premiered, he once was manager of Culloden Battlefield (Site #12).
Furthermore, Hugh is now the owner and operator of
Inverness Tours company—a TripAdvisor Certificate of
Excellence recipient.
Their TripAdvisor rating speaks volumes!
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Oh, yeah; Hugh G. Allison is also an author of Scottish history novels! (Available on Amazon.com)
“Although he is a Highland tour guide based near Inverness, Hugh Allison is also happy to
incorporate pick‐ups in both Edinburgh or Glasgow, and make your journey north more
memorable.
“Whether your interest is history, natural heritage, myths & legends, or magnificent scenery,
you will find it all, on one of these tours.
“With a lifetime of experience in the culture and heritage of Scotland, and [four] acclaimed
books to his credit, Hugh is waiting to show you his Scotland.”
http://www.scottishtalespinner.com/

Inverness Tours regularly offers 1‐day, 2‐day, 3‐ and 4‐day Outlander Tours—and will happily plan
longer tours by request. Not all tours are led by Hugh, but the guides who partner with him (Ian
Deveney, Laura Moon, Dave Fyfe, and Scott Guthrie) are almost as accomplished and well‐versed in
Outlander lore as Hugh is.
“These tours feature Inverness, Clava, Culloden, Lallybroch, Beauly, Castle Leoch, Glenelg
Brochs, Fort William, Glencoe, Edinburgh and many other locations from both the books and the
TV series. …
“Tours are exclusive, but some people have offered the spare seats on their tour as shown in
green on each of the tour pages. For a full list of dates see the calendar page. Any other date can
still be booked exclusively or for you to offer to share with others.”
http://www.invernesstours.com/calendar.html
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The Jamie and Claire Tour
http://www.jamieandclairetour.co.uk/

From Diana:
“The Jamie and Claire Tour of Scotland
is run by Samantha MacKenzie and her
husband, Scot (yes, one ‘T’).”
Samantha and Scot offer two Outlander tour itineraries, but often provide only clues as to the
locations you’ll visit.
“We do not publish a day by day, hour by hour schedule. Why? Because we like to keep elements
of surprise and, frankly, you don’t need one. You’re on holiday, so kick back, relax and enjoy the
view.”
While we appreciate their interest in keeping parts of the itinerary secret, this can be problematic for
those planning a self‐guided visit to places not included on the tour. Thus, we’ve done our best to
identify the places listed on Jamie and Claire itineraries.
In 2018 the 7‐day Jamie and Claire Tour was increased to 8 days. A red asterisk [] in the itinerary
below indicates a location we are unsure of. For those we recognize, we’ve included the location’s
name and its Outlandish Scotland Journey site number.
The 8‐day Jamie and Claire Tour:
 Ancient Standing Stones—genuine standing stones that inspire visions of Craigh na Dun
[Since Clava Cairns is mentioned below, these stones are not those stones. It is possible that they
are the Easter Aquhorthies (Site #55) or Loanhead of Daviot (Site #56) standing stones discussed
in Outlandish Scotland Journey Part Six, but we don’t know.]
 A Wee Chapel—like the one where Claire was Handfasted with Jamie Fraser
[This is not the Outlander wedding film site; Glencorse Old Kirk (Site #52). Because the film site
kirk is almost impossible to visit, this is a great itinerary inclusion—whatever it is.]
 Lallybroch—a “Big Hoosie” most like the architecture, style & setting
[The Lallybroch film site (Midhope Castle, Site #38)—included in this itinerary, below—looks
nothing like the novel description of Lallybroch. Thus, this mystery location ought to be fun.]
 Castle Leoch [Castle Leod, Site #19]—as described in the book complete with drawbridge
 Inverness [Site #10]—the real Highland city with its beautiful River Ness
 Loch Ness [Site #14]—by land and boat to search for Claire’s water kelpie
[This may not include visiting the Loch Ness Centre & Exhibition in Drumnadrochit (Site #15), or
Urquhart Castle (Site #16).]
 Culloden Battlefield [Site #12]—to pay our respects to the fallen
[Culloden Visitor Centre is not included in this tour, unless previously arranged for.]
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 Clava Cairns [Site #11]—a cleft‐stone circle where Diana was photographed
 Cranesmuir [Culross Village, Site #1]—the inspired twin of the village of the haunt of Geillis
Duncan and a TV location
 An Ardsmuir inspired fortification
[Possibly referring to Ruthven Barracks (Site #9).]
 A Cottar’s Hoosie [Highland Folk Museum (Site #8)]—A thatched cottar’s house and township
(another TV location)
 The Highlands Waterfalls & woodland rivers, mountains and villages stirring up visions of
Jamie and Claire’s two years traveling to experience Jamie & Claire’s journeys
[We have no idea what area this refers to. It is important to note that this itinerary entry used to
be described as “A Highland Hike of 5 to 7 miles on rugged ground.”]
 Blackness Castle [Site #36] TV location for Fort William
 Hopetoun House [Site #37] TV location for Sandringham’s digs
 Midhope Castle [Site #38] TV location for Lallybroch
 Doune Castle [Site #27] TV location for Castle Leoch
Please Note: In 2018, the “The Inverness 1943 Starz film set” location [referring to Falkland
Village (Site #6)—which actually was a 1945 Inverness film site for Season 1, as well as a 1746
and 1968 Inverness film site for Season 2, and a 1971 film site for Season 3] was removed from the
8‐day Jamie and Claire Tour. In 2019 it was also removed from their Outlander TV Tours.
The 8‐day Jamie and Claire Tour also includes special offerings such as:
 Evening of traditional music, storytelling & locally brewed Ale tasting
 Gàidhlig language lessons
 Evening storytellings of ancient Highland Tales with Harp
“One of your guides, Scot AnSgeulaiche, is a genuine traditional Highland storyteller, with harp.
He’s also a Highland historian. You can hear his musical work at: https://www.ansgeulaiche.co.uk/ “
 Demonstrations and participation in Highland traditions and crafts
Samantha and Scot also may be able to arrange Extra Options on the 8‐day tour, such as Pony
Trekking or Golf.
Special Note: In 2018, the segment below that begins with “This is an active tour,” was removed
from the Jamie and Claire Tour webpage. Unless you are booking a private 8‐day tour, much of this
information may remain valid. If anything below concerns you, ask before booking.
This is an active tour. We spend much less time in the vehicle than we do on foot. The trip is
suitable for guests who are physically fit:
 Walk briskly—Test yourself—Walk one mile on the flat and time yourself. You will submit
the result on the booking form.
 Hike hills—There will be one 6 to 7 mile Highland hike on this tour, plus shorter walks and
hikes on other days (including day 1). Guests are expected to walk briskly, keeping up with
the group.
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 Lift—Guests carry their own piece of luggage up flights of stairs and lift it in and out of
vehicles. [See the 2018 FAQ “What is the luggage allowance on the tour” for very specific
luggage restrictions and size limitations.]
 BMI—Assure your BMI is below 29.5. Check it here: https://www.bmicalculator.org/
Footwear for All Tours: You are required to have walking boots or shoes with ankle support.
This means the footwear laces up at the top of your ankle.
Note: This is not an endurance tour! People who are in relatively good condition and regularly
engage consistently in at least medium cardiovascular exercise should have no problem on
our tours.
Note about custom/private tours: Our custom / private tours are styled to your own abilities.
On private tours you set the activity level. On the advertised, scheduled tours we set it.
Jamie and Claire Tours also offer a 2‐day “Starz Outlander TV” tours.
“The Outlander TV Tour (OTT) is a rich, two day experience of the more recognizable sites used
in the Starz TV scenes. You’ll have a good hour or so at most sites to look around and see if you
can spot the wee nooks and crannies used for filming, plus you’ll have the expertise of your
guides to show you what you wouldn’t find for yourself, from both filming and the real histories
of the sites, at both public and private locations. You’ll also be glad you opted for a well planned,
driven two days of dense Outlander interest getting the most from your time.”
Jamie and Claire Tours are available from May to September.


Outlander Tours Not Mentioned on Diana Gabaldon’s Website
What follows are some Outlander‐Related Tours discovered during our research—tours that seem to
be reputable, as well as enjoyable.

Mary’s Meanders Outlander Tours
https://www.marysmeanders.co.uk/

“Based in Linlithgow [Site #34], the birthplace of Mary, Queen of Scots, Mary’s Meanders is a
specialist independent tour company focusing on historic, filming and ancestry tours. Our motto
is ‘Arrive a visitor, leave a friend’ and the five‐star rating and reviews on Trip Advisor attest to
this.
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“Over the past [several] years, we have welcomed many visitors drawn to Scotland through
filming locations, especially those featured in Outlander, and film tourism is a major and growing
part of our business. Linlithgow is perfectly situated within easy reach of Edinburgh and
Glasgow and is less than an hour from many historic sites and filming locations.”
Mary’s Meanders offer:
 Full Day, Three Day, Five Day, and Private Outlander Tours depending on your schedule
 Intimate groups of 14 guests or less so that we can tailor your experiences
 An expert guide able to give you their complete attention
 Combining stories and details from the Outlander TV series with real history, myth, legend, and
mischief to keep everyone entertained (even non‐Outlander fans!)
 Beginning in Linlithgow
”We are based here and by starting from here it saves you spending the first hour of your tour in
traffic. Plus it is at the heart of Outlander filming locations.”
Additionally:
 Mary’s Meanders Tours run with a summer (Mar–Sep) and winter (Oct–Feb) itinerary. Email us
directly to book in winter.
 Meeting Point: Linlithgow Train Station, Station Road, Linlithgow, [Map offered]–20 mins by
train from Edinburgh, 30 mins by train from Glasgow [How to book a train ticket info offered]
 The entrance fees listed [online] are for guidance only and can change at any time.
 Hopetoun House is only available from April to September. It may not always be available to
visit as part of your tour.
 Midhope Castle may close for pheasant shooting.
 Itineraries may also change at short notice due to local events.
 Many of the locations on this tour have uneven terrain or cobblestones and are not suitable for
those with mobility restrictions.

Whether or not you book a Mary’s Meanders tour, consider booking a
Traditional Scottish Evening at the Torphichen Inn!
[Click on the “Scottish Evening” button in the top nav bar.]
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The evening will include:
 A complimentary welcome drink
 Three courses of traditional Scottish food and drink, the meat and fish are locally sourced.
 Live music from a local band
 An opportunity to sample haggis, Scotland’s national dish
 Facts and anecdotes about the historical background of the Inn, and the importance of the village
of Torphichen in Scottish history.
http://torphicheninn.net/



Celtic Time
http://www.celtictime.com/

Celtic Time is a US‐based company created to serve the needs of travelers from anywhere in the
world who are interested in visiting Ireland and Scotland. When creating her Outlander tours,
owner/operator Kathie Snyders of Denver, Colorado, partnered with Hugh Allison of Inverness
Tours. [Recall the Inverness Tours section above.]
The Outlander Immersion Tours
These tours begin in Glasgow and end in Edinburgh. They “are designed to be an immersion into the
sights and scenes from season 1 of the Outlander TV Series and from the original Outlander book.
This tour also includes a performance by ‘The Bard’ [Gillebrìde MacMillan] from Castle Leoch (if
available) and then period costumes on the final day.”
Special Bonus: Kathie’s Outlander Immersion Tours include a visit to the actual hilltop where
Craigh na Dun scenes were filmed! Although you’ll immediately recognize it—in spite of the fact
that the set stones are no longer there—this site is extremely difficult to find during a self‐guided
tour. Thus, it is included in our “Not Going to Go There” Outlandish Scotland Extras PDF.
www.OutlandishScotland.com/NotGoingThere.pdf

Immersion Tour Highlights
 Eight nights, maximum of 7 people.
 Hugh Allison the Outlander expert tour guide from Inverness Tours.
 All Accommodations are included plus a full Scottish Breakfast each day except the first day.
Accommodations are ensuite, include hairdryer and an iron and ironing board are available.
 Three dinners including the final one with entertainment.
 Glasgow City Sightseeing, 2 day hop on hop off pass.
 Entertainment by Gwyllyn the Bard (or another suitable entertainer if he is not available).
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 6 day driver‐guide tour with Inverness Tours in 8 passenger van.
 Luggage allowance is one medium sized suitcase and one tote or daypack per person. Additional
luggage should be arranged in advance.
 Includes the Lallybroch tea, entrance to the Highland Folk Museum, and passage on the Glenelg
Ferry when available.
 Scottish Heritage Pass which covers all remaining entrance fees.
 On the final day in Edinburgh, we will have period costumes to wear around the city for the
walking tour of the Royal Mile as well as Traditional Scottish Evening entertainment (except for
October when it is not available).
The Outlander Redoux Tours
These tours begin and end in Inverness. They “cover sites from season 2 as well as seasons 3 and 4!
This tour includes mill where Jamie got naked, the church where Jamie and Claire were married,
Rosslyn Chapel, Eilean Donan Castle, a ride on the Jacobite Steam Train and 2 nights on the Isle of
Skye.”
Special Bonus: The Outlander Redoux Tours purportedly include a tour of Glencorse Old Kirk
(Site #52)—where Jamie and Claire were married. This is a private kirk and access is only granted by
special arrangement.
Redoux Tour Highlights
 Eight nights, maximum of 6 people.
 All Accommodations are included plus a full Scottish Breakfast each day except the first day.
 Inverness City Sightseeing, 1 day hop on hop off pass
 An Outlander expert tour guide from Inverness Tours.
 6 day driver‐guide tour with Inverness Tours in 8 passenger van.
 Luggage allowance is one medium sized suitcase and one tote or daypack per person. Additional
luggage should be arranged in advance.
 Includes the Jacobite Steam Train as well as entrance to the castles and sites and the ferry to the
Isle of Skye (if available).
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Black Kilt Tours
https://www.black-kilt-tours.org

“Tailor‐made tours of Scotland for the
LGBT community and everyone.”

Please know that, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, or Trans (LGBT) Outlanderites are sure to be warmly
welcomed by any of the Outlander tour companies presented in this PDF. According to Black Kilt
Tours’ website:
“Scotland is the best country in Europe for LGBT legal equality. The 2015 Rainbow Europe Index
was compiled by ILGA‐Europe, an international human rights association. Scotland meets 92% of
the criteria, compared with 86% for the UK as a whole.”
That said, some LGBT Outlanderites may be interested in a tailor‐made tour designed and led by a
Gay guide. If that is the case, book a guided Outlander tour with Ross Buchanan’s Black Kilt Tours.
“Designed for the LGBT community and everyone, there are no age limits and Guidance dogs are
welcome. This is your chance to enjoy all Scotland has to offer in a safe environment. You can
stay in gay owned accommodation or experience the gay nightlife in one of Scotland’s major
cities or, just relax and enjoy the stunning ever‐changing scenery in the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland. A Black Kilt Tour is not specifically a gay tour but rather a tour of Scotland for the gay
community where you can be yourself exploring the Highlands, Islands and regions of Scotland.
Safe in the knowledge you can just be yourself.”
All Black Kilt Tours are tailor‐made. To book a tour, contact Ross and discuss your interests. If he is
available during your holiday, Ross will help you plan the perfect tour—then take you on it.
“Perhaps you wish to visit an area not covered by coach tours. Perhaps you need more frequent
stops or have a young child. Perhaps you have mobility issues. For whatever reason, that
shouldn’t prevent you from seeing Scotland and experiencing all that it has to offer. …
“Let me know your interests, hobbies and the things you’d like to do on an ideal holiday.
Then drop me an e‐mail and we’ll take it from there.
“You are free to go anywhere in Scotland and I’ll help plan the route to get the most out of
the trip. The more you can tell me about your interests the more we can create your dream
holiday. …
“You book the tour not just a seat, you’re in charge, [and I can accommodate] up to a
maximum of four people.”
To see Ross’ suggestions for an Outlander tour, go to:
https://www.black-kilt-tours.org/scotland-in-film
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For answers to many other commonly asked questions, visit the Black Kilt Tours FAQ page:
https://www.black-kilt-tours.org/faq

Lesbian Outlanderites should visit the Black Kilt Tours webpage linked below when planning your
Outlandish Scotland Journey:
https://www.black-kilt-tours.org/lesbian-scotland

“I am aware that Black Kilt Tours refers to a predominately male form of dress and the logo is of
me in a kilt, but it is good to see women contribute to this site. The LGBT community should be
the one place where doubly marginalised women feel included.
“Fortunately, Scotland has a large number of high profile lesbians in Scottish politics: Ruth
Davidson (leader of the Conservatives); Kezia Dugdale (leader of Labour in Scotland) and Mhairi
Black (SNP) the youngest MP in Westminster. All are judged on their politics rather than their
sexuality.
“However, do a Google search for Lesbian Scotland and all that pops up are dating sites; this
isn’t one of them. Black Kilt Tours is designed to provide a safe environment to explore Scotland
and do the things and see the places everyone else wants to see but without hassle. …
“One of the advantages of a personal tour is the accessibility and flexibility that this type of
tours allows. So when Tracy and Cyndie asked to see the locations in ‘Outlander’ by Diane
Gabaldon it was easy to incorporate. It so happened that it coincided with an open day at Castle
Leod. Who could have guessed we would have our own tour of the castle and [be] regaled with
tales of adventure of the Mackenzies vs the MacLeods by John ‘Caberfeidh’ Mackenzie, the clan
chief!”
Lastly, all LGBT Outlanderites will find the Gay Scotland and Gay Resources pages on Black Kilt
Tours’ website extremely helpful.
https://www.black-kilt-tours.org/gay-scotland
https://www.black-kilt-tours.org/gayresources
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Rob Roy Tours
https://www.robroytours.com/en/outlander/

Even though Rob Roy Tours (an Edinburgh‐based company) was a bit late to jump on the Outlander
tour bandwagon, they’ve designed an excellent Outlandish itinerary—one that includes Gabaldon’s
novel‐related sites, STARZ TV film sites, and several important historical locations related to the
Jacobite Rising of 1745.
Below is a map identifying places visited by Rob Roy Outlander Tours.
Rob Roy Outlander Tours Include:
 Modern, air‐conditioned coach
 Individual welcome at the airport
 Knowledgeable, experienced tour
guide, who is also a fan of the
Outlander series and books
 Only three comfortable changes of
hotels
 Seven full‐Scottish breakfasts
 Seven “big” dinners
 Periodic special appearances by
costumed actors

The Rob Roy 8‐Day Outlander Tours are usually scheduled Sunday to Sunday.


With that, we conclude our report on the “best” Outlander Tours available.
You’ll find several others if you Google “Outlander Tours.” The tours we list, however, are those we
have researched and feel confident in.
Should you book some other company’s Outlander‐themed Tour, please send us your review!
We’ll include your information in an update.
novelholiday@gmail.com

